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Introduction 
The region known as New England, which comprises the states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont, spans the sites of the most famous battles of the 
Revolutionary War and the cities that sparked the Industrial Revolution in the United States. Over 
two centuries of transformation have made the region a major center in fields as diverse as 
aquaculture, education, finance, health care, insurance, high technology, and defense. The following 
article looks at recent trends and prospects for New England’s primary hotel markets, beginning with 
Boston, the region’s cultural and historical capital.  

Boston, Massachusetts 

 
Boston hotels have been thriving of late, driving strong increases in hotel values in the market. Boston hotels benefit from the 
city’s diversity of businesses, government operations, historic attractions, and other demand generators. Commercial hotel 
demand comes from a variety of start-up ventures; expanding financial, insurance, and pharmaceutical firms; and a growing IT 
industry. Boston also boasts many of New England’s most renowned medical centers, research facilities, and universities. The 
city remains very popular with tourists, and its world-class convention market is buoyed by two event venues: the Hynes 
Convention Center and the Boston Convention & Exhibition Center (BCEC).  
New Hotel Supply Set to Satisfy Convention Demand 

In 2013, the Massachusetts Convention Center Authority (MCCA) proposed a 
master plan that would expand the BCEC by adding an additional 400,000 
square feet of exhibit space, 125,000 square feet of meeting space, and 75,000 
square feet of ballroom space. The expansion plans rely on the successful 
entrance of new hotel supply, and of the approximately 3,000 new hotel rooms 
expected in the near term throughout Boston, more than half are planned for 
the South Boston Waterfront where the BCEC is located.  
Construction on the 136-unit Envoy Hotel, a member of the Autograph 
Collection by Marriott, began in October of 2013; the hotel is scheduled to 
open by early 2015. Also in October, the Boston Redevelopment Authority 
(BRA) approved the development of a 156-unit Thompson Hotel in South 
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Boston. In December of 2013, construction began on a 330-unit Aloft and a 180-unit Element Hotel proximate to the BCEC; both 
properties are slated to open by late 2015. In May of this year, a 247-unit boutique hotel was approved for the South Boston 
Waterfront, and a 307-unit YOTEL was announced just this June, though the development remains speculative until approved by 
the BRA. Additionally, the MCCA and Massport have issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for the development of an 
additional 1,000 – 1,200-room headquarters hotel complex adjacent to the BCEC. 
Expansions and More Proposed Hotels around Boston 

Other notable developments include the following:   
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Furthermore, approximately 18 proposed hotels totaling 2,500 rooms are planned or being constructed in the surrounding 
suburbs. 
Billion-Dollar Hotel Stakes in the Boston Area 

Wynn Resorts and Caesars Entertainment are currently vying for just one available Massachusetts gaming license that would 
allow one of the companies to build a resort, casino, and hotel in the eastern Massachusetts cities of either Everett or Revere. 
Each proposed development approaches $1 billion but remains speculative, contingent upon the receipt of the gaming license. 
The gaming commission has set no firm date for a decision, and it should be noted that a casino repeal measure will appear on 
the November 2014 state ballot, threatening to curtail either development.  
Hotel Performance and Values 

Hotel occupancy in the Boston market has rebounded to near peak levels since the recession, and HVS expects occupancy to 
strengthen gradually over the course of the next several years. Though proposed new supply is set to satisfy the market’s 
current levels of unaccommodated demand, Boston’s strong education and healthcare sectors, as well as an expanding 
information technology sector, should help generate enough demand to keep pace with the new hotels.  
Leisure demand in Boston is largely seasonal and driven by the area’s wealth of historic landmarks, popular sporting events, and 
universities; hence, hotels in the market benefit from targeting business from corporate groups and regional businesses, 
particularly in the slower winter months. Average rates in the market have become less volatile, and given the stability of 
demand, HVS expects higher average rates to strengthen RevPAR over the next several years.  
The following graph, which incorporates data from the latest HVS Hotel Valuation Index (HVI), charts historic and projected 
trends in hotel values in Boston versus the nation as a whole.  

Boston Hotel Values Projected to Continue Upward through 20181 

 
                                                        
1 http://hvi.hvs.com/ 
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Improving performance levels, combined with the high level of investor interest for this gateway city, should keep Boston hotel 
values on the rise through at least 2018. 

Worcester, Massachusetts  

 
Worcester, the second-largest city in Massachusetts, lies about 40 miles west of Boston. Most of the city’s top employers belong 
to the healthcare sector, where many new developments are underway. The University of Massachusetts College of Pharmacy 
and Health Sciences’ (MCPHS) rapid expansion in recent years is expected to strengthen enrollment over the next decade and 
has also spurred new development throughout the market. In addition, the University of Massachusetts Medical School opened a 
$400-million, state-of-the-art Albert Sherman Center in January of 2013.  
CitySquare 

The project known as CitySquare, a $565-million, multi-phased mixed-use development in the heart of Downtown Worcester, is 
one of the largest public-private development projects in the state. The revitalization involves the demolition of a former mall in 
the center of the downtown core and the construction of more than 2.2 million square feet of commercial, entertainment, 
medical, residential, and retail space. At present, the site boasts a newly constructed 214,000-square-foot building for Unum, a 
$21-million expansion of the Saint Vincent Hospital, and numerous infrastructure improvements. Additional projects at the site 
include approximately $116 million in mixed-use development, including a 158-unit Renaissance by Marriott, a 350-unit 
residential building, and retail space. 
Other Worcester Developments 

Last year, DCU Center, an indoor arena and convention center complex located in Downtown Worcester, underwent a $23-
million renovation and expansion. CSX Corp. completed approximately $140 million in upgrades to its New England distribution 
headquarters in Worcester in 2013, a move that supports additional capacity for commuter trains to and from nearby Boston. 
Finally, Massport’s 2010 acquisition of and subsequent investment in Worcester Regional Airport prompted JetBlue to begin 
twice daily nonstop service to and from Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood and Orlando in November of 2013.  
Hotel Trends in Worcester  

The Crowne Plaza in Worcester’s Lincoln Square closed in 2010 and later converted to academic and residential space for 
MCPHS, which created a void of lodging supply in the submarket. Demand formerly accommodated by the hotel was 
subsequently dispersed throughout the market, driving occupancy and average rates upward. New supply is en route and 
includes a 100-unit Hampton Inn, which is scheduled to open by mid-year 2015 in Worcester’s Gateway Park, and a 158-unit 
Residence Inn by Marriott as part of the CitySquare redevelopment; this hotel is expected to open in mid-year 2016.  
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The local economy has stock in many sectors and industries, and most have proven relatively stable sources of demand, helping 
to drive new hotel construction. In July of 2014, however, Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick signed legislation to increase 
the state’s minimum wage from $8.00 to $11.00 per hour by January of 2017. At present, the $11.00 wage is the highest imposed 
at the state level and is anticipated to create additional strain on the tourism and leisure industry going forward. 
Nevertheless, if demand fundamentals remain positive, the greater Worcester market should realize modest demand growth, 
with hotel operators expected to employ more aggressive average-rate-growth strategies prompted in part by the entrance of 
new high-quality supply and the renovation of existing hotels. 

Providence, Rhode Island  

 
Unlike Boston, the economy of Providence, Rhode Island’s capital city, is not on such strong or multi-faceted footing. Over the 
past ten years, Rhode Island has experienced growth rates significantly lower than that of New England and the U.S. as a whole 
across numerous economic indicators. Modest growth is forecast over the next few years, but Rhode Island struggles with the 
highest unemployment rate in the nation (8.2% as of May of 2014), and progress could grind to a halt by 2018 as a shortage of 
workers and slow population growth are expected to create a drag on the local economy. Many officials believe the best course 
of action is to lower real estate prices in key Rhode Island markets, including Providence, and promote the region’s 
transportation linkages to attract spillover growth from the more dynamic economies of metro New York and Boston. 
Major Redevelopment Efforts in Providence 

The $620-million Interstate-195 redevelopment project freed approximately 
40 acres of land known as the LINK in Downtown Providence, including 19 
acres of developable space and 8 acres of proposed open and park space. In 
April of 2013, Governor Chafee and the Rhode Island Department of 
Transportation announced the formal completion of the land transfer between 
the State and the I-195 Redevelopment Commission. Officials are keen to get 
development underway, and among the covenants of each sale within the site 
is the rule that if a developer has not broken ground within one year of the 
sale, the State has the option to revoke it.  
Many developers have expressed interest in the LINK, despite significant 
hurdles with respect to its redevelopment, which include existing, 
underutilized properties in the city’s core and sluggish demand for office 
space. Nevertheless, the Carpionato Group has planned a $275-million mixed-
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use development with approximately 563,000 square feet of lodging, office, residential, and retail space with the potential to 
support 900 full-time jobs.  
Hotel Supply and Performance 

In January of 2013, Joseph R. Paolino Jr. purchased the Phenix building and plans to complete an extensive rehabilitation of the 
structure and reposition it as a boutique hotel; however, plans have yet to be submitted to the City. In January of 2014, the 52-
unit Dean Hotel opened in Downtown Providence. In May of this year, The Procaccianti Group (TPG) announced a 170-unit, 
upscale, extended-stay hotel proposed for development near the Rhode Island Convention Center and the Dunkin’ Donuts Center 
in Downtown Providence. 
Hotel occupancy levels in Rhode Island have risen since the recession but remain well below peak levels. This has been largely 
due to the surge of new supply in 2007, 2008, and 2012, which has subdued occupancy levels across the market. HVS expects a 
modest course of occupancy growth going forward as the new supply is absorbed. Legislation, passed this June, to increase the 
state’s minimum wage from $8.00 to $9.00 will take effect in January of 2015, and recent legislation proposing an additional $1-
per-hour raise, indexed to inflation in 2016, is anticipated to create additional strain on the tourism and leisure industry in 
Providence. Proposed new supply should satisfy the unaccommodated demand currently in the market, though Providence’s 
established finance, manufacturing, medical, and trade industries, as well as the city’s education, information technology, and life 
sciences sectors, should help generate enough demand to keep pace with the new hotels. HVS expects a better command of 
average rates to boost RevPAR over the next several years, leading to a cautionary but overall positive outlook for the 
Providence hotel market over the long term. 

Hartford, Connecticut 

 
Hartford, the capital of Connecticut, benefits from a diverse economy in which strengthening conditions and major development 
projects have been noted since 2010, particularly in the fields of manufacturing, medicine, and finance. United Technologies 
Corporation (UTC), one of the manufacturers vital to the regional economy, is the 23rd-largest manufacturer and 50th-largest 
corporation in the U.S. In June of 2011, the Connecticut House of Representatives authorized $254 million in bonds to 
reconstruct the University of Connecticut (UConn) Health Center in nearby Farmington, transforming the 206-acre campus into  
a bioscience research hub; the $864-million project is expected to create approximately 3,000 construction jobs each year 
between 2012 and 2018, with more than 16,000 permanent jobs by 2037, and Governor Malloy has committed an additional 
$200 million in bonds for continued development within the corridor. Other positive signals of Hartford’s economic powers 
include the strengthening of the capital markets and major insurance firms in the area, including Aetna, the Hartford Financial 
Services Group, and Travelers, as well as the presence of 32 universities and colleges between Hartford and nearby Springfield, 
Massachusetts. 
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Proposed Developments 

Rentschler Field, closed as an airfield in 1995, has been the focus of various redevelopment proposals. Last year, the master 
developer, a joint venture with UTC and the Matos Group, signed a letter of intent with OTB Destination to develop a 400,000-
square-foot outlet mall on the site; negotiations are ongoing and concern other potential commercial and residential 
developments for the 1,000-acre property. Trends for the Hartford market appear to be following the broader national patterns 
of economic recovery, and the proposed developments at Rentschler Field, UTC, and the UConn Health Center are expected to 
buoy hotel demand in the coming years. 
Hotel Performance and Values 

New hotel supply in Hartford has been subdued, and relatively few projects are in the pipeline. Notable developments include 
the 110-unit Homewood Suites by Hilton, which opened in December of 2013 in Southington. That same month, construction 
began on the 110-unit Cambria Suites in nearby South Windsor; this property is expected to open by 2016. A proposed 117-unit 
Delmar, located in nearby West Hartford, is scheduled to break ground mid-year 2014 and open by mid-year 2016, and a 
proposed 125-unit hotel is planned to be included in the later phases of the Depot Square redevelopment in Bristol. 
Furthermore, the City of Hartford in collaboration with the Town of Farmington issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for the 
development of an 86-acre parcel adjacent to the UConn Health Center. While development will likely revolve around 
commercial office space, officials continue to encourage mixed-use development when and where possible. 
The following graph, which incorporates data from the latest HVS Hotel Valuation Index (HVI), illustrates historic and projected 
trends in hotel values in Hartford versus the nation as a whole. 

Following Years of Flux, Hartford Hotel Values Projected to Remain Relatively Stable through 20182 

 
                                                        
2 http://hvi.hvs.com/ 
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As demand fundamentals remain positive, supply growth is held in check, and the existing rooms supply is upgraded, the greater 
Hartford market is poised to realize moderate demand growth, and hotel operators are anticipated to employ more aggressive 
average-rate-growth strategies. Therefore, hotels should register multiple years of mid-single-digit RevPAR growth and realize 
healthy increases in value. 

Bridgeport/Norwalk/Stamford, Connecticut  

 
The New York MSA is second only to San Francisco with respect to the high cost of doing business in the nation.3 This has led 
many companies to move slightly further outside the circumference of New York, while retaining connections to its economy. 
Today, the Bridgeport/Norwalk/Stamford, Connecticut MSA has among the highest concentration of corporate headquarters 
nationwide, including U.S. corporations and Fortune 500 companies such as General Electric, RBS, UBS, and UTC.  
Major Industries and Recent Developments 

The finance, manufacturing, and medical industries have historically served as 
consistent sources of demand for the market. Five years after announcing a 
bold expansion plan, the Stamford Hospital is making progress on the 
centerpiece of a $450-million redevelopment. The 640,000-square-foot 
medical facility will replace the hospital’s main building; it is expected to open 
in the spring of 2016. The expansion plans also include a new 100,000-
square-foot medical building that is scheduled to open in 2015.  
Since 2008, Harbor Point has assisted in the redevelopment of 322 acres of 
Stamford’s underutilized waterfront. The mixed-use development, which 
yields many options for office, residential, and retail space, has attracted new 
businesses including NBC Sports Group and Starwood Hotels & Resorts 
Worldwide. In May of 2014, Starwood announced a $30-million expansion of 
its headquarter operations, further strengthening its presence within the 
market.  
The Connecticut Department of Transportation announced in April of 2013 a $500-million redevelopment of land proximate to 
Stamford Transportation Center. The development will include approximately 600,000 square feet of lodging and office space 
and the repair or replacement of a majority of the commuter parking options. 

                                                        
3 Based on the price of real estate, cost of transportation, property taxes, and other factors 
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At full build-out, the Steelpointe Harbor mixed-use development in Bridgeport is expected to include three million square feet of 
lodging, office, retail, and residential space. The first phase, focused on retail, is underway with the construction of a Bass Pro 
Shop. The development will also feature numerous infrastructure improvements of core benefit to Bridgeport. 
Lastly, assisted by the Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development, numerous employers have recently 
announced a relocation or expansion of their facilities, including Applango, CareCentrix, Datto, HomeServe USA, KAYAK, and 
Pitney Bowes, among others.  
Hotels 

In June of 2014, InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG) opened its first EVEN Hotels property in Norwalk. The 129-unit property 
underwent an extensive renovation and repositioning when IHG rebranded the hotel from a Four Points by Sheraton. 
Construction has begun on a 131-unit Residence Inn by Marriott in Stamford, which is anticipated to open by 2016.  
Strong levels of active growth in the market, as evidenced above, should enable hotels to sustain occupancy levels with moderate 
levels of average rate growth over the next several years. 

New Haven, Connecticut 

 
New Haven is the second-largest city in Connecticut and benefits from an economy that grows increasingly diverse. Companies 
in the fields of finance and professional/business services have become increasingly important, though Yale University remains 
an anchor of the region’s economic stability, and education and health care still make up approximately 28% of total 
employment in the greater New Haven market.  
Stimulating Growth 

High costs of doing business and stagnant population growth have made the metropolitan economy sluggish in recent years. In 
an effort to stimulate economic growth, the New Haven Economic & Business Development office has established an ambitious 
agenda to revitalize numerous neighborhoods throughout the city. The New Haven Downtown Crossing/Route 34 East project is 
expected to transform the economic and cultural landscape of New Haven by replacing the highway section of State Route 34 
with city streets. The project will reconnect the Downtown, Hill, and Medical neighborhoods, while also creating approximately 
ten acres for redevelopment.  
Additional developments within New Haven include the $54-million rehabilitation of the former Winchester Arms factory into 
158 residential units, a project scheduled for completion by the fall of 2014, and the $175-million West Rock residential 
development, which is planned for completion by September of this year. The $145-million Edward P. Evans Hall, home to the 
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Yale School of Management, opened this past January. The City of New Haven is currently implementing a $20-million 
redevelopment of the River Street section of the Fair Haven neighborhood, and in the Mill River neighborhood, developers are 
planning a $200-million mixed-use development, complete with a high-end shopping center, dining and entertainment venues, 
residential units, and a hotel. The project is expected to break ground in March of 2015 and open in subsequent phases. 
Possible Obstacles to Economic Growth 

Doing business in the New Haven market comes at a high premium, an obstacle to already sluggish economic growth. Moreover, 
in March of 2014, Connecticut lawmakers passed legislation to increase the state’s minimum wage from $8.70 to $10.10 an hour 
by January of 2017, a move that, as in other New England markets, is anticipated to create additional strain on the tourism and 
leisure industry in New Haven. 
Hotel Performance and Values 

The following graph, which incorporates data from the latest HVS Hotel Valuation Index (HVI), illustrates historic and projected 
trends in hotel values in New Haven versus the nation as a whole. 

New Haven Hotel Values Rose Sharply in 2011 and Continue to Trend Upward4 

 
HVS anticipates modest demand growth for the New Haven market, and hotel operators are expected to command increasing 
average rates over the next several years. This should lead to modest increases in RevPAR and value for the city’s hotels through 
2018.  

                                                        
4 http://hvi.hvs.com/ 
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Springfield, Massachusetts  

 
Rivers, railroads, and highways have helped mold Springfield into what it is today, and its central location continues to enhance 
the potential for development. The local economy benefits from diverse economic drivers, including employers in the fields of 
education and health services, manufacturing, military, tourism and hospitality, and trade and transportation. The city of 
Springfield is the economic center of Western Massachusetts and is home to the MassMutual Financial Group, Smith & Wesson, 
and Merriam-Webster. The city also hosts the headquarters of the American Hockey League (the National Hockey League's 
minor league), Baystate Health, and Peter Pan Bus Lines.  
Recent Developments 

In 2012, the Baystate Medical Center completed a $296-million renovation and expansion project, nicknamed "The Hospital of 
the Future." The new 640,000-square-foot facility, called the MassMutual Wing, houses the Davis Family Heart & Vascular 
Center, a 70,000-square-foot emergency department and trauma center, as well as shell space for future growth.  
The 2005 Base Realignment and Closure Commission ruled that Westover Air Reserve Base (ARB), located in nearby Chicopee 
and Ludlow, would absorb other military units in New England. Currently, Westover ARB is the largest Air Force reserve base in 
the United States, creating an economic impact of $225 million in 2013. In March of 2014, Governor Patrick signed a military 
bond bill that authorized approximately $177 million in funds for infrastructure projects in partnership with Massachusetts’ 
military and National Guard installations. These projects are designed to expand public- and private-sector growth for 
surrounding cities and towns and enhance each military installation’s value.  
In May of 2014, the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) received bids for a $1.5-billion contract to replace aging rail 
cars. While a formal decision from the MBTA is expected in November of 2014, local officials have pledged their support to spur 
interest among the manufacturers vying for the contract to locate their operations in Springfield. If all goes through, officials 
anticipate the construction of a $30-million factory supporting anywhere between 150 and 300 full-time jobs. 
Massachusetts’ First Full Casino 

In June of 2014, the Massachusetts Gaming Commission agreed to award the state’s first full casino license to MGM Resorts 
International, contingent on the results of a November 2014 ballot that could repeal the 2011 Expanded Gaming Act. The 
proposed MGM resort and casino would comprise a 250-unit hotel, 125,000 square feet of gaming space, and 55,000 square feet 
of retail and entertainment space with the potential to support 3,000 permanent jobs. Additionally, MGM has entered into 
agreements with neighboring communities providing tens of millions of dollars annually. The Host Community Agreement calls 
for MGM Resorts International to make advance payments of $15 million to the City of Springfield during the construction phase 
and approximately $25 million annually in payments upon completion. If developed, the $800-million resort and casino could 
catalyze a revival of Springfield’s urban core.  
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Hotel Forecast 

The Springfield market benefits from a well-developed transportation infrastructure, including a nearby international airport. A 
98-unit proposed Holiday Inn Express, the only proposed new supply currently in the market, has experienced continual 
construction delays since 2006. This limited new supply, in addition to the planned gaming development and the area’s breadth 
of employers and businesses, should continue to bolster hotel performance in the market over the long term.  

Portland, Maine  

 
Portland is the economic and industrial center of the state, enjoying the resources of the Port of Portland and the Maine Mall. 
The city hosts the corporate headquarters of IDEXX Laboratories and Hannaford Bros, as well as the corporate offices of 
Fairchild Semiconductor, TD Bank, and Unum. Portland’s economic base also includes employers in the fields of education, 
finance, government, health care, manufacturing, tourism and leisure, and transportation. According to local economic 
development officials, all of these industries are healthy, and many are undergoing growth. In February of 2014, the Maine 
Medical Center received state approval for a $40-million renovation and expansion of its facilities, planned for completion by 
2015. In addition, in February of 2013, the Cumberland County Civic Center completed a $33-million modernization and 
expansion project.  
The Amtrak Downeaster provides passenger rail service between the Brunswick and Boston, Massachusetts’ North Station. The 
Downeaster carried approximately 550,000 passengers in 2013, and a proposed $12-million layover facility in nearby 
Brunswick is expected to support additional ridership. Furthermore, the Portland Economic Development Department is 
focused on cultivating a vibrant economic climate in the greater Portland region. The 2014/15 Work Plan coordinates the efforts 
of public and private investment and places increased emphasis on strengthening the economic base, expanding tourism and 
leisure activities, and stimulating development along the waterfront. 
Additional developments include the renovation and repositioning of the former Eastland Park Hotel into a 290-unit Westin in 
December of 2013; the opening of the 131-unit Courtyard by Marriott and the 123-unit Hyatt Place in Portland’s Old Port, both 
in May of 2014; the rehabilitation of the former Portland Press Herald building into a 100-unit boutique hotel associated with 
the Autograph Collection by Marriott, which is anticipated to open by April of 2015; and a 125-unit hotel as part of the larger 
$110-million Thompson Point mixed-use development. 
The entrance of new supply is expected to satisfy the unaccommodated demand that currently exists throughout the market. 
Greater Portland is anticipated to realize modest demand growth, which should continue to bolster hotel performance 
throughout the near term. 
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Manchester, New Hampshire 

 
Manchester is the largest city of the northern New England states (Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont). Like many New 
England cities, Manchester began as a mill center, harnessing the waterpower from the Merrimack River. The rapid growth of 
the mills demanded a large influx of workers, resulting in a flood of immigrants, particularly French Canadians. Today, 
Manchester serves as the banking, entertainment, political, retail, and transportation hub of New Hampshire. In 2013, the city 
was included as one of the “200 Best Places for Business and Careers” by Forbes. 
The economic base is highly diverse in this market. While manufacturing has been the historical backbone of the Manchester 
economy and remains relevant, the economic base has shifted to the services sector over the past few decades. Other important 
economic anchors in the market include employers in the fields of education, finance, health care, professional and business 
services, and transportation. Major businesses and entities such as BAE Systems, Fidelity Investments, General Electric, and the 
Public Service of New Hampshire, among others, contribute significantly to Manchester's economy. The healthcare sector is a 
key player in the market, with Catholic Medical Center, Dartmouth Hitchcock, Elliot Hospital, and St. Joseph’s all playing vital 
roles. Six colleges with a combined enrollment of approximately 21,000 students comprise the education sector of Manchester.  
Furthermore, the nation's newest Job Corps Center broke ground in Manchester in August of 2013. The $31-million education 
and job-training facility will offer career training and job skills to economically disadvantaged youth. With education as a 
continually growing economic base for the area, manufacturing and professional/business services have also experienced 
growth. A number of vacant manufacturing facilities have been converted to office space along the Merrimack River over the 
past decade. Other development projects have stalled, such as the Northwest Business Park development and restoration of 
passenger/commuter rail services, both of which remain in the planning stages.  
A 118-unit Residence Inn by Marriott is currently under construction in nearby Nashua and is expected to open by October of 
2014. In addition, a 105-unit Homewood Suites by Hilton has been proposed for the Nashua Technology Park. The area’s breadth 
of employers and low tax structure should support demand growth that, coupled with the entrance of limited new supply and 
the upgrading of existing supply, should support stronger hotel performance in the near term. 
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Burlington, Vermont 

 
Burlington is the largest city in Vermont and is the county seat of Chittenden County. The town's position on the eastern shore of 
Lake Champlain allowed it to become an important port and lumber and manufacturing center in the 1800s, particularly after 
the openings of the Champlain, Erie, and Chambly Canals. Today, the economy is based largely on the education and healthcare 
sectors and to a lesser extent on trade, transportation, and utilities. Burlington is widely known as the birthplace of Ben & Jerry's 
Ice Cream, which was founded in 1978 and is now headquartered in South Burlington. 
Burlington enjoys a diverse economic base, anchored by the University of Vermont and Fletcher Allen Health Care. IBM, 
traditionally a major demand generator, has decreased its presence in the market; however, according to local economic 
development officials, new start-up companies have begun to fill the void created by IBM's downsizing. The stability of the 
economy and the continued popularity of Burlington as a tourist destination for both U.S. and Canadian travelers has allowed 
demand to keep up with supply. The high barriers to entry in Vermont, especially within the Burlington area, will help the 
market maintain occupancy levels in the coming years.  
The 128-unit Vermont Hotel opened in June of 2013 and construction is currently underway on a 140-unit Hilton Garden Inn in 
Downtown Burlington, which is expected to open later this year. Despite new product development originating out of IBM’s 
Essex Junction facility, rumors persist around the potential sale of IBM’s chip-manufacturing arm. However, the continual 
expansions of Fletcher Allen Health Care and the University of Vermont are expected to offset the negative effects of a potential 
sale of the IBM facility.  
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Recent Transactions 
The following table summarizes hotel transactions in New England since September of 2013.  

Property Location Sale Date

Crowne Plaza Danbury Danbury, Connecticut Jul-14 N/A 238 N/A
Charles River Motel Boston Boston, Massachusetts Jul-14 $6,650,000 55 $120,909
Super 8 Freeport L.L. Bean area Freeport, Maine May-14 N/A 72 N/A
Plaza Motel Peabody, Massachusetts May-14 $2,000,000 42 $47,619
enVision Hotel Boston Boston, Massachusetts May-14 $9,200,000 39 $235,897
Hartford Hotel & Suites Hartford, Connecticut Apr-14 $4,000,000 129 $31,008
Best Western at Historic Concord Concord, Massachusetts Apr-14 $5,792,000 105 $55,162
Best Western Plus Merrimack Valley Haverhill Haverhill , Massachusetts Apr-14 $6,380,000 126 $50,635
Hampton Inn & Suites Manchester Manchester, Connecticut Mar-14 $11,758,950 107 $109,897
Inn At Mystic Mystic, Connecticut Mar-14 $5,350,000 67 $79,851
Cliff House Resort & Spa Cape Ogunquit Neddick Cape Neddick, Maine Mar-14 N/A 194 N/A
Hilton Mystic Mystic, Connecticut Mar-14 $14,100,000 182 $77,473
Kelley House Edgartown, Massachusetts Mar-14 $9,675,000 60 $161,250
Courtyard by Marriott Nashua Nashua, New Hampshire Feb-14 $9,300,000 245 $37,959
Best Western Plus Roundhouse Suites Boston, Massachusetts Feb-14 $16,450,000 92 $178,804
Mainsail  Motel & Cottages Hampton, New Hampshire Feb-14 $2,600,000 65 $40,000
Hampton Inn Waterbury Waterbury, Connecticut Jan-14 $6,000,000 91 $65,934
Best Western Black Rock Inn Fairfield Fairfield, Connecticut Jan-14 $6,000,000 60 $100,000
Holiday Inn Danbury Bethel Danbury, Connecticut Jan-14 $5,500,000 114 $48,246
The Verb Boston, Massachusetts Dec-13 N/A 94 N/A
Cranberry Inn Chatham, Massachusetts Dec-13 $3,050,000 20 $152,500
Motel 6 Hartford- Enfield Enfield, Connecticut Dec-13 $3,000,000 120 $25,000
Boulders Inn Lake Waramaug New Preston, Connecticut Nov-13 $4,000,000 20 $200,000
Hotel Veritas Cambridge, Massachusetts Nov-13 $13,000,000 31 $419,355
Quality Inn Brockton Brockton, Massachusetts Nov-13 $3,900,000 64 $60,938
Residence Inn by Marriott Boston Woburn Woburn, Massachusetts Nov-13 $27,000,000 149 $181,208
Captain Daniel Stone Inn Brunswick, Maine Sep-13 $2,050,000 26 $78,846
Radisson Hotel Hartford Hartford, Connecticut Sep-13 N/A 350 N/A
Econo Lodge Inn & Suites Windsor Locks Airport Windsor Locks, Connecticut Sep-13 $1,721,000 46 $37,413
Copley Square Hotel Boston, Massachusetts Sep-13 $60,750,000 143 $424,825
Days Inn Mystic Mystic, Connecticut Sep-13 $3,700,000 125 $29,600

Price Rooms Price/Room 

 
Source: HVS 

 
These transactions, which represent acquisitions of stabilized assets by institutional investors and repositioning opportunities 
for entrepreneurial owner-operators, illustrate a steady pace of hotel property sales across a variety of market segments and 
acquisition opportunities over the last year.  

Conclusion 
Recent trends in hotel performance, proposed developments, and transactions demonstrate the strength and resilience of New 
England’s lodging industry. The region’s future growth is largely dependent on demand generated by employers in the fields of 
education, finance, government, health care, the military, manufacturing, technology, tourism and leisure, and trade and 
transportation, all of which have assisted in helping New England markets recover following the recession. As hoteliers 
concentrate on raising average rates while maintaining occupancy, RevPAR levels and values for hotels in most markets are 
expected to make gains through 2018. Overall, New England lodging markets offer sound opportunities for investors seeking 
stabilizing assets, as well as selective opportunities for repositioning existing assets and new development.  
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